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From: galenchodges
Date: Tue Dec 11, 2001
Subject: Sad to say...

galenchodges
Send Email

10:35 pm

Well, it seems that reality is slowly setting in.
I don't think I will be able to go to New York as
planned either. I would love to see Bea perform again.
And the thought of maybe getting to meet her really
appeals to me. But, it seems that more money goes out
than comes in these days.<br><br>Oh well, I guess I
always have Galveston.
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#692

From: ironicwit
Date: Wed Dec 12, 2001 12:49 pm
Subject: Discount Code for Bea on

ironicwit
Send Email

B'way

At the moment, I know, it doesn't look as if very
many of us will actually be able to see Bea on the
Great White Way. But, I thought I should go ahead and
post this information anyway.<br><br>Earlier today,
one of the posters at the Talkinbroadway message
board posted the discount code for Bea's show (it's
BAEML46). Supposedly, if you use the code at Telecharge or
at <a href=http://www.broadwayoffers.com/,
target=new>http://www.broadwayoffers.com/,</a> you can get $65
tickets for $50 (except for Saturday night performances).
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From:

ironicwit
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Date: Wed Dec 12, 2001 12:49 pm
Subject: Discount Code for Bea on

B'way

At the moment, I know, it doesn't look as if very
many of us will actually be able to see Bea on the
Great White Way. But, I thought I should go ahead and
post this information anyway.<br><br>Earlier today,
one of the posters at the Talkinbroadway message
board posted the discount code for Bea's show (it's
BAEML46). Supposedly, if you use the code at Telecharge or
at <a href=http://www.broadwayoffers.com/
target=new>http://www.broadwayoffers.com/</a> , you can get $65
tickets for $50 (except for Saturday night performances).
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#694

From: sophia505us
Date: Wed Dec 12, 2001 8:54 pm
Subject: Ordering Tickets for bea tomorrow

Hi, Everyone, <br><br>Tomorrow
<br><br>Can't wait to see Bea
Sophia505us

sophia505us
Send Email

i will be ordering tickets for BEA
again in NY!! <br><br><br>take care, <br>-
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#695

From: map_06516
Date: Wed Dec 12, 2001 11:34 pm
Subject: Thank you IronicWit Another

map_06516
Send Email

Tix for Bea

Thanks to IronicWit for the information on the
Discount Code - because of this I was able to afford to
purchase another ticket for Bea's show for the Wednesday,
1/30/02 matinee - front row again - third seat! <br><br>I
had been reading over messages here and on Bea Arthur
in the Limelight of folks who went to her show more
than twice to see if there was a difference in her
performances. I figured I would do the same. I also did not
want to wait until February. I am definitely not a
winter person and winters in the east can be rough so
this gives me something to look forward to. <br><br>I
am now going at the beginning of the tour (1/30),
the middle (2/10) and the end (3/2). I figure at
least a two week interval is good - although I could
never get tired of seeing her perform live. At least I
got my husband to go with me once - he has never been
a Bea fan but is going to please me.<br><br>Thank
you again to ironicwit.<br><br>Maribeth<br><br>Good
luck to all who get tickets - also please post as to
the dates you go and if they are the same,maybe we
can get together in the lobby beforehand and plan how
we are going to meet Bea after the show.
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#696

From: ironicwit
Date: Thu Dec 13, 2001 9:31 am
Subject: Re: Thank you IronicWit

ironicwit
Send Email

Another Tix for

Maribeth, I'm so glad that you were able to use
the discount code. I just wish that I had heard about
it sooner (how do people find out about these things
in the first place -- are they on a special mailing
list?). <br><br>I still can't believe your good luck in
always getting front-row seats. That was a feat I was
never able to manage here in Texas (probably because
the front rows were filled with subscribers, and we
out-of-towners simply had to hope for the best).
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#697

From: map_06516
Date: Thu Dec 13, 2001 12:01 pm
Subject: Re: Thank you IronicWit Another

map_06516
Send Email

Tix for

Not so sure it was luck - two out of the three
are matinees and these tickets are usually easier to
obtain. I think I got the good seats for the Saturday
performance in March because I purchased them right after
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they went on sale. From what I can see from Telecharge
the performances are filling up<br><br>Maribeth
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#698

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri Dec 14, 2001 9:55 am
Subject: Palm Beach Review

ironicwit
Send Email

<a
href=http://www.gopbi.com/partners/pbpost/epaper/editions/friday/accent_c391096a\
d439f10e1080.html
target=new>http://www.gopbi.com/partners/pbpost/epaper/editions/friday/accent_c3\
91096ad439f
10e1080.html</a>
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#699

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri Dec 14, 2001 2:07
Subject: Bea's Banner Ad

ironicwit
pm

Send Email

I just added something to the Photos section
(under Bea on Broadway). It's a banner ad for "Just
Between Friends." I just saw it at the TalkinBroadway
message board, and I figured that the Telecharge folks
wouldn't mind if I copied it for her other fans' viewing
enjoyment.
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#700

From: goldengirlfan2001
Date: Sat Dec 15, 2001 7:47
Subject: Hey guys

goldengirlfan2001
am

Send Email

Hey everyone i know this is off the subject, but
i just wanted to tell everyone that 3 nights ago, I
met Rue McClanahan, In N.Y.C. at the broadway tree
lighting in Duffy Square, it was soo cool! i was like 2
feet away from her the whole time!, I took alot of
pictures and video taped it too! except i dont have a
scanner, and i dont know if im going to get one, so i have
to figure out a way to get them on the net, but
anyway here are a couple pics someone posted
www.talkinbroadway.com/forum/messages/76465.html, i also got a pic with rue
too!<br><br>erika
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#701

From: drewy412
Date: Sun Dec 16, 2001 2:45 am
Subject: Bea on SNL last night

drewy412
Send Email

Hey all. Just wanted to know if you all caught
the little clip of Bea last night on SNL. There was a
skit involving host Ellen DeGeneres where she is
receiving an award from a powerful lesbian ssociaton. They
did a pan to audience members and they showed a close
up of Bea. Of course we know she is not a lesbian
but, I did find it funny! I belive the clip they used
of Bea in the audience was from The Comedy Central
Friar Roast of Jerry Stiller. Looks like Bea is
everywhere lately! <br><br>Bea Happy<br>Andrew
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#702

From: ironicwit
Date: Sun Dec 16, 2001 5:50 pm
Subject: Re: Bea on SNL last night

ironicwit
Send Email

I saw the clip, too. Funny, but I never watch
SNL. Last night, however, I did tune in because I
wanted to see Ellen. So, it sure was nice that I got a
little "bonus" for watching. By the way, the
bespectacled, blond fellow standing at the podium was comedy
writer Bruce Vilanch. I couldn't understand the comment
he made before Bea was shown shaking her finger at
him. Do you know what he said?
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#703

From: edithbunker500
Date: Sun Dec 16, 2001
Subject: Bea on MAME

edithbunker500
8:39 pm

Send Email

Hi Everyone--<br><br> I just wanted to post and
say that, I finally got around to renting and
watching MAME, and I absolutey loved it! Bea looked really
good, and boy can she sing! She's excellent! I think
MAME is one of my favorite movies, just the
relationship between her and Lucille in the movie is just
wonderful. Does anyone know if you can get the soundtrack to
Lucy's MAME or Angela's MAME? One of my friends has
Lucy's MAME soundtrack, and I would like to have it, to
listen to our BEA-loved star
sing!<br><br>Thanks,<br>Lauren
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#704

From: ruemcclanahanfan
Date: Sun Dec 16, 2001 9:06
Subject: Re: Bea on MAME

ruemcclanahanfan
pm

Send Email

I plan on watching Mame over winter break. When I
worked at a video store last summer, I could bring home
movies for free. I brought home Mame, but I never got
around to watching it. However, I'll be working there
again for a couple weeks over break and fully intend to
bring it home AND watch
it!<br><br>-Katie<br><a href=http://www.ruemcclanahan.net
target=new>http://www.ruemcclanahan.net</a>
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#705

From: pussycat00002001
Date: Sun Dec 16, 2001 10:13 pm
Subject: Re: Bea on SNL last night

pussycat00002001
Send Email

I'm going to have to watch for that particular
episode of SNL. A lot of times, they show reruns of
episodes.<br><br>About what that guy said about Bea......it's nasty so
prepare yourself. And I hate to repeat this. He said "I
wouldn't f*#% Sandra Bernhardt with Bea Arthur's d%*k." I
think that calls for a little finger shaking!!!
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#706

From: ironicwit
Date: Mon Dec 17, 2001 9:13
Subject: Re: Bea on SNL last

ironicwit
am
night

Send Email

I'm familiar with the horrible joke that Jeffrey Ross aimed at Bea during the
Jerry Stiller Roast. However, I couldn't understand what Bruce Vilanch said
during the Ellen/Mango skit on SNL.
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#707

From: map_06516
Date: Mon Dec 17, 2001 10:27 am
Subject: Re: Bea on SNL last night

map_06516
Send Email

I've seen the original Jerry Stiller Roast from which that clip was taken - I
just thought it was in bad taste to do that to her and I don't think she
appreciated it either.<br><br>Maribeth
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#708

From: galenchodges
Date: Mon Dec 17, 2001 5:25
Subject: Mame Soundtracks

galenchodges
pm

Send Email

If anyone plans on buying a Mame soundtrack, let
me give you this piece of advice. The soundtrack
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with Bea and Angela Lansbury in much better. Those two
harmonize better. <br><br>I recently bought it, I think
from Barnes and Nobles. It is not hard to come
by!<br><br>Galen Cole
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#709

From: vectorlime
Date: Mon Dec 17, 2001 6:14 pm
Subject: Re: Mame Soundtracks

vectorlime
Send Email

Don't forget some of these songs are already posted on the web site in the
collection section.<br><br>kev!<br>beatricearthur.com
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#710

From: drewy412
Date: Mon Dec 17, 2001 11:14 pm
Subject: Re: Mame Soundtracks

drewy412
Send Email

I would have to agree, you would be doing your
self a great injustice by not obtaining the original
"Mame", soundtrack. You will quickily see why Angela
Lansbury should have done the film and not Lucy. Plus the
chemistry between Bea and Angie is divine! <br><br>andrew
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#711

From: edithbunker500
Date: Thu Dec 20, 2001 3:50 pm
Subject: Re: Mame Soundtracks

edithbunker500
Send Email

So, would my best bet to get this soundtrack is at Borders? Or, look on
Amazon?<br><br>Thanks for the help-- Bosom Buddies has been in my head for the
last 3-4 days!<br><br>Lauren
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#712

From: pussycat00002001
Date: Thu Dec 20, 2001 8:18 pm
Subject: Re: Mame Soundtracks

pussycat00002001
Send Email

I was lucky enough to find it at my local Best
Buy. If they don't have it in stock, you can always
inquire about special ordering it. Actually, go to
bestbuy.com, and you should find it there. Or sometimes you
can even get lucky with eBay.<br><br>Good
luck!<br><br>Jessica
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#713

From: map_06516
Date: Thu Dec 20, 2001 9:14 pm
Subject: Re: Mame Soundtracks

map_06516
Send Email

Lauren,<br><br>Try CDNow or Amazon.com - they
both offer CDs for less than they are in the stores. I
had the MAME cassette and purchased the MAME CD,
Threepenny Opera and Fiddler on the Roof from CDNow right
after I saw Bea in July.<br><br>Maribeth
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#714

From: edithbunker500
Date: Thu Dec 20, 2001 11:45 pm
Subject: Re: Mame Soundtracks

edithbunker500
Send Email

Thanks so much for the information-- I will try
those websites provided. I just really love MAME, not
only BEA-Cause Bea's in it, but, it's a GREAT movie! I
love the songs too! I really liked it when 'Vera' said
to 'Mame' "The Woman (or Man) in the Moon is a
bitch!" Haha! <br><br>I was listening to a local radio
station here, and they always have a 7:15 AM trivia
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question, and for tomorrow, the question is, "What 1974
movie, that was a broadway hit, gave us "We Need a
Little Christmas" song?" I yelled "MAME!!!!"<br><br>Can
you tell I love this movie?!! Haha!<br><br>Lauren
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#715

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri Dec 21, 2001 1:02
Subject: Two Maude Alerts

ironicwit
Send Email

pm

Just in case everyone's too busy during the
holidays to check in very often, I figure that I should
post these now.<br><br>December 27 - "All in the
Family" (episode "Maude") - 12:00 am (EDT)<br><br>January
1 - "Maude" (episode "Maude's Problem") - 4:30 pm
(EDT)<br><br>Both will be shown on TVLand.
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#716

From: ruemcclanahanfan
Date: Fri Dec 21, 2001 10:47 pm
Subject: Re: Two Maude Alerts

ruemcclanahanfan
Send Email

Do you know what the episode "Maude's Problem" is
about? Is that the one where Maude finds out she's
pregnant? I got my uncle to start taping the show for me
shortly before it was cancelled (unfortunately, I don't
get TV Land at home or at school) but I only got
about a dozen episodes. So needless to say, I'm glad
that TV Land is still showing some episodes
sporadically, and I hope they continue to do so. That way at
least over time I can slowly build up my collection a
little. The ep title "Maude's Problem" sounds so
familiar, but at the same time, I'm thinking that's one I
missed.<br><br>-Katie<br><a href=http://www.ruemcclanahan.net
target=new>http://www.ruemcclanahan.net</a>
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#717

From: pussycat00002001
Date: Sat Dec 22, 2001 12:05 am
Subject: Re: Two Maude Alerts

pussycat00002001
Send Email

Katie, "Maude's Problem" is episode #1 and it's about Maude finding out that
Carol is seeing a psychiatrist. The abortion/pregnancy episodes are called
"Maude's Dilemma." <br><br>Jessica
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#718

From: ironicwit
Date: Sat Dec 22, 2001 9:37 am
Subject: Golden Girls on January

ironicwit
Send Email

21

Here's a little more info about the upcoming
"Golden Girls" marathon. <br><br>"Arthur has agreed to
host a marathon of her favorite episodes from 9 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 21. Arthur's
participation in the marathon is especially appealing news to
diehard fans: She's the lone holdout when it comes to a
reunion."<br><br>(I wonder if the times are right. Wouldn't you think
the marathon would be shown at night -- perhaps from
9 p.m. till 12:30 a.m.?)<br><br>If you're really a
fan of the Girls, you'll probably enjoy reading the
article from which the quote above was
taken.<br><br><a
href=http://www.tcpalm.com/shns/story.cfm?pk=GOLDENGIRLS-TV-12-20-01&cat=ET
target=new>http://www.tcpalm.com/shns/story.cfm?pk=GOLDENGIRLS-TV-12-20-01&cat=E\
T</a>
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#719

From: ruemcclanahanfan
Date: Sat Dec 22, 2001 8:17 pm
Subject: Re: Two Maude Alerts

ruemcclanahanfan
Send Email

Oh that's right. It occured to me when I was
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lying in bed last night before I fell asleep. Becuase I
remembered the pregnancy/abortion episode was a 2-part and
then I remembered it was called "Maude's
Delimma."<br><br>-Katie<br><a href=http://www.ruemcclanahan.net
target=new>http://www.ruemcclanahan.net</a>
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#720

From: pussycat00002001
Date: Sat Dec 22, 2001 11:40 pm
Subject: Re: Golden Girls on January

pussycat00002001
Send Email

21

Ironicwit, thanks so much for posting that piece
of information! The article was cute and I just
cannot wait until the marathon!!! I am so looking
forward to it. And since an Intimate Portrait of her
doesn't look at all promising, this will be wonderful to
see. I just hope those dates were
right.<br><br>Jessica
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